
 

Horndean & 
The 
Development 
of 
Freemasonry  
Since 1715 

 

 
Freemasonry existed in the area long before 1715.      
It is documented here from 1715, through its formal 
structuring in 1717 to the  present day.  Its history, 
combining Kings of England, Nazi persecution, local 
events and interesting developments, are explained 
in easy format. 
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Horndean & The Development of 
Freemasonry Since 1715 

Introduction 

Freemasonry existed in some form well before 

1715, indeed Elias Ashmole, the Antiquary and 

Founder of the Ashmolean Museum in Oxford, 

records in his diary for 1646 that he was made a 

Freemason in a lodge held for that purpose at his 
father-in-laws house in Warrington. 

This eBook however, is not intended as a history of 

Freemasonry per se, as this can readily be 

obtained from many other sources. 

The intention is to supplement the PowerPoint 

Presentation given on this topic for those requiring 

a record of the subject matter presented; 

although it can easily be read as a stand alone 
document.                    

To enable a ready understanding of some terminology often used, the following 
may be useful as a guide. 

The term mason is often qualified by the description, operative or speculative. 

Masons were operative masons who utilised masonry tools in a practical manner in 

the construction of a physical building.  

Freemasonry as it developed from 1717 onwards usually relates to speculative 

masons. 

In speculative freemasonry,  the masonic tools represent a code of conduct on how 

to conduct ones life and related morals in symbolic form. It is thus a philosophical 
approach rather than a physical or operative one.  

So when we take a closer look  at the Operative versus the Speculative Mason we 

see one case a group of men makes use of a set of principles to erect a building, 
whilst the other another group uses the same principles to build character. 

Operative Masonry is about physical architecture; Speculative Freemasonry is 

human architecture. 

The term 'Freemasonry' used hereafter, should be considered to apply to 
speculative masons not operative. 
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 Why start at the year 1715? 

It is useful to establish a flavour of life at this time, prior to what we shall see as a 
major masonic development in 1717. 

The area was linked to Portsmouth with the Royal Navy, Royal Marines and the Army 
constituting a major source of income and related occupations. 

Drunkenness was widespread and debauchery rife, so, some might say, quite a 
good place to live! 

Not everyone wanted to serve in The Royal Navy, so Press Gangs roamed the streets 
looking for 'volunteers!' although they seldom travelled too far into the country. 

Many of the Publicans had side doors to aid the escape of their customers from the 
clutches of the dreaded Press Gangs. 

 

 

A Blue Plaque in Gosport indicates this fact.  Many men 

leaving home to visit the pub where not seen or heard of 

again for some three years or more, when they had been 

'press-ganged' into the Royal Navy. 

 

 

Nationally, King George l  had arrived in England the previous year from Germany, 

since by The Act of Succession of 1701 he was the nearest protestant claimant to the 

throne. He was thus subsequently engaged in subduing the First Jacobite Rebellion 
(1715) as a result. 

Education was limited, incomes low, health poor. The 

opportunity for the working man to participate in 
anything like freemasonry was virtually non-existent.  

Anyone practising freemasonry was therefore to be of 

the higher classes, possessing education, income and 

status, such being the pre-requisites to being invited to 
join a lodge at that time.  

The lodges that existed at that time would not have had 

a formal recognition or established procedures. This 
would change in 1717. 
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Local Area 

Horndean began as a little Saxon village. Its name may be a corruption of Saxon 

words Hearman denu meaning dormouse valley. Horndean stood in a great forest 

that stretched from the border of Hampshire to Winchester. It was called the Forest 

of Bere.  

A track led through the forest from Horndean to Portsmouth but it was only usable in 

summer. In winter coaches had to make a detour to Havant. This changed in 1711 

when a much better road was built from Cosham along the route of London Road. 

A brewing industry existed at Horndean from the 1720's so it was popular even then! 

Freemasonry was probably not practised here at that time. However we 

shall see that it subsequently radiated outwards from Gosport/Portsmouth 
bringing its benefits and traditions with it. But its first step was in London.  

 

London 1717 

It is generally accepted that one of the most significant meetings occurring in 

London in 1717,  was to change freemasonry and set it on the path leading to a 

worldwide structure. 

It didn't all happen immediately, but on St John the Baptist Day, the 24 June 1717, 
three existing London lodges and a Westminster lodge held a joint dinner at The 

Goose and Gridiron ale house in St. Paul's Churchyard, elected a gentleman, 

Anthony Sayer, to the chair as Grand Master, and called themselves a Grand 
Lodge. 

 

 

This Grand Lodge initially only operated 

locally and would have been unaware of the 

embryonic organisation that was being 

created. The new body became known as 

the 

 Grand Lodge of London and Westminster. 
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          Anthony Sayer                                                                                    John Theophilus Desaguliers 

Little is known of Anthony Sayer, the first Grand Master, but the next, George Payne, 

rose to a high position within the Commissioners of Taxes.  

Payne served as Grand Master twice, in 1718-19, and 1720-21. The year in between 

was taken by John Theophilus Desaguliers, a scientist, clergyman, and a pupil of 
Newton.  

There followed a succession of Grand Masters who were members of the nobility, 

although it would appear they were mainly figureheads, but with the intention to 
raise the public profile of the society, which evidently succeeded.  

In 1725, aside from London Lodges, the minutes of Grand Lodge show lodges at 
Bath, Bristol, Norwich, Chichester, Chester, Reading, Gosport, Carmarthen, Salford, 

and Warwick, and embryonic Provincial Grand Lodges in Cheshire and South Wales.  

Grand Lodge was outgrowing London. 

The progress of freemasonry was not unified because in 1751, a further Grand Body 

known as the Most Ancient and Honourable Society of Free and Accepted Masons 

according to the Old Constitutions was formed. This group was known as The 

Ancients and were in conflict with the original Grand Lodge (now known as The 

Moderns) on the basis that they were adhering to an older and more authentic form 

of the old Freemasonry.  

Progress towards a union continued over the years until the Moderns formed the 

"Lodge of Promulgation" in 1809, for the purpose of reverting their ritual to a point 

where it was in step with the Ancients. 

In 1811, the Moderns formally told the Ancients that they had resolved to return to 
the older ritual, and the process of union began, culminating in the formation of The 
United Grand Lodge of England in 1813. 

The union was completed, significantly aided by the Grand Master of the Moderns - 
The Duke of Sussex (who was George III's fourth son) and The Duke of Kent from the 

Ancients.  

Within a few weeks they had settled matters and obtained the necessary 
agreements of their respective Grand Lodges and in January 1813 the United Grand 

Lodge of England was formed. 
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        Duke of Kent (1767 - 1820)                                                                        Duke of Sussex (1773 - 1843) 

 

Early Development of Freemasonry in the Area 

After The Grand Lodge of London & Westminster was established in 1717, the first 

Lodge in Hampshire under its rule was the Lodge of Antiquity No. 26 which met at 
The India Arms, High St. Gosport. 

 

 

 However the first Masonic Return of its members 

indicates that it actually started in the 17th 
century. 

It is interesting to note that Gosport was 

mentioned  more than Portsmouth, but the two 

were linked through their military links and 
fortifications. 

 

                  The India Arms 

The fortifications of Gosport and Portsmouth were strengthened during Charles II 

reign (1660 - 85). He devoted time, when not pursuing his favourite pastime with Moll 

Davis, Nell Gwynne, Barbara Villiers and a cast of hundreds, to attend to the affairs 

of state. He commissioned Sir Bernard de Gomme to redesign the Portsmouth & 
Gosport Defences, which saw Gosport enclosed as shown above. 

In 1724, The Lodge of Antiquity operated in Gosport for 7 years before moving to 

Portsmouth where it continued for another 100 years to 1839. When its fortunes were 

varying in 1786, some of its members formed’ Phoenix Lodge ‘from its ashes. This 

included Thomas Telford the famous engineer. 

Phoenix Lodge No 257 still thrives today in Portsmouth.  
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Lodges were Established In Gosport/Portsmouth Some Moving later to 
Horndean 

The Spring Clock Lodge met in the Isle of Wight Hoy, 

(again no longer in existence), a picture before its 
demise is on the left. 

The Naval Lodge used the Sea Horse Tavern in King 

Street to the rear of the current Gosport Masonic Hall 

building. 

These two lodges came and went but The Lodge of 

Harmony No 309 founded in Gosport in 1796 and met in 

The Crown Inn, North Street, still exists although it moved to Fareham in 1850. This left 
Gosport without a local lodge for 11 years. 

 

                  

The Crown Inn (Third Building on the Right) c 1910                          The Crown Buildings 21st Century 

In December 1861, a new local lodge, (now all under The United Grand Lodge of 

England) was sponsored from three lodges in the Portsmouth area. 

 There were strong Royal Marine and Royal Navy connections and the initial 
proposed name was 

 The Per Mare per Terram Lodge 

Per Mare per Terram (by sea and by land) is the motto of the Royal Marines, and 

signifies a military association. But, as not all masons would be from the services, it 
was not approved by Grand Lodge. 

After subsequent deliberation it was decided to call it Gosport Lodge. 

Gosport Lodge No. 903, as it was finally known, was given its warrant on the 27th 

December 1861. 

 

Gosport Lodge Logo 
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Freemasonry was expanding rapidly by this time and Lodge numbers were 
increasing to over 300. 

 

 

In 1886 a Meeting in the Railway Inn, Gosport, 

some Gosport Lodge members, with members 

from Phoenix Lodge and others, held a 

meeting to discuss the formation of another 

Lodge. The Lodge membership was to be for 

serving/retired in HM Military Service. 

The proposed name was The Lodge of Hope 

and would meet at The India Arms in Gosport, 

which  regularly featured as a venue for 
Freemasonry. 

 

The Lodge of Hope No 2153  

The Lodge thus started its life in Gosport in May 1886. The first Lodge Minute Book, 

complete with lockable clasp, failed to be opened in 1892 and had to be cut open 
in order to read the Minutes. This Minute book still remains in its present state today. 

The Lodge prospered over the years, and gained other distinctive features, such as 

having W. Bro. Norman Finch VC as a member, and dining on Champagne and 

Oysters at earlier meetings. 

It was thus the oldest Lodge to move to Horndean in 1994. 

(A History of the Lodge is available on  http://www.lodge-of-hope-2153.co.uk/) 

 

 

We shall see later that other Lodges arrived at Horndean. The facilities that were 
provided and the origin is expanded later in this book. 

For the benefit of readers who are not familiar with Freemasonry and its aims and 

objectives, a brief explanation of terms and organisation is now given provided 

below:- 
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What Does Freemasonry Under The United Grand Lodge Promote. 
 

• Freemasonry is one of the world’s oldest and largest non-religious, non-

political, fraternal and charitable organisations. 

•  From its earliest days, Freemasonry has been concerned with the care of 

orphans, the sick and the aged. This work continues today. 

•  In addition, large sums are given to national and local charities. A 

misconception is that freemasons only give to masonic charities.  

•  It is the second largest contributor to charity after the National Lottery, giving 

also to National relief funds. Many examples exist from Lifeboats for the RNLI, 

to the Air Ambulances (22 of them). The latter have collectively been 

donated around £1.5M since 2007 by Freemasonry, as they are non-
government funded and rely on private funding. These are but two examples. 

• A Lodge Room (as shown below) will normally accommodate several 
different lodges at different meeting times.  

What Exactly Is A Lodge 

 

The word Lodge really has two 

meanings to a Freemason. It is 

both a place where Masonic 

meetings are held, and a 

collective term for the members 
who meet there. 

Horndean has eight craft Lodges 
which meet in its Lodge Room.  

 

There are other Degrees or Orders that are associated with Freemasonry but it is 

a requirement that every member belongs to a basic or Craft Lodge before 
joining one of the other Orders. Other Degrees or Orders are purely optional. 

A Lodge will have a warrant issued from the United Grand Lodge together with a 

unique number in its Province (area). Usually, the lower the number the older the 

lodge. 

The number of Members of a modern Lodge will vary from about 30 to over 100. 

Each Lodge is presided over by a Master, who is elected by the lodge members for 

one year in office.  He is assisted by other officers, and their locations can all be seen 

in the lodge room.  

 

 It will take a newly joined mason several years to work his way to the ‘chair’.  

 

The layout of all Lodge Rooms are similar. 
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Freemason Sovereigns. 

 

Horndean residents would probably not have been aware that during many reigns, 
their sovereign would have been a Freemason. 

The principal monarchs are listed below. 

  

 

King George IV (1762 - 1830) 

 

  

 

King William IV (1765 - 1837) 

 

 

 

 

 King Edward VII (1841 - 1910) 

 

 

 

 

King Edward VIII (1894 - 1972) 

   

 

 

      

King George VI (1895 - 1952) 

 

 

In addition, the Duke of Edinburgh has been a lifelong Freemason. 
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First World War 1914 -18 

 

The First World War saw Masons from the broad 

area departing to join the fighting. The precise 

number is unavailable, but many members of 

the armed services had started to join Lodges in 

their area prior to hostilities, particularly from the 
Royal Navy and Royal Marines. 

 

 

 

Apart from those fighting at the front etc. Freemasonry was largely unaffected in the 

area, although entertainment after lodge meetings was curtailed ‘to conform with 
the spirit of the times’. 

 White gloves ceased to be worn during that period. 

 Donations from many lodge funds were made to The National Relief Fund and to 

the local Warships Week. 

After the end of the First World War Freemasonry saw a great influx of ex-servicemen 
and local area residents wishing to join freemasonry. 

 

 

 

Freemason’s Hall in London (left), 

built between 1927 & 1932, is the 
current location of The United 

Grand Lodge of England, It is 

actually a War Memorial to those 
who fell in the Great War. 
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Locally 

Meanwhile in the area, from the end of the 19th century a horse drawn bus ran 

between Portsmouth and Waterlooville.  

I  

In 1903 a tram called the Horndean Light Railway began running between 

Portsmouth City and Horndean. The trams were called the green cars because they 

were emerald green and cream. For many Portsmouth people travelling to 

Horndean for a day in the summer was a big treat. The light railway closed in 1935 

and was replaced by buses. 

In 1920 a War Memorial was erected in Horndean.  

 

 

In 1932 Horndean was given a parish council in recognition of the fact that the area 

was growing rapidly. So things were developing in the area. 
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Second World War (1940 - 45) 

Freemasonry had expanded at the end of the First World War and with the coming 

of the Second World war a far greater number of Freemasons saw active service.  

 

Many Masons were away serving their country. A typical 

sailor (not necessarily a mason) shown (left). 

Freemasonry lodges were initially suspended, but later 

reconvened in a strictly limited manner, but 
attendances were naturally greatly reduced. 

  

 

 

Lodge Minute Books record that the 

location of the nearest Air Raid 

Shelter was read out 'should an air 
raid occur during a meeting',   

This is a typical public shelter (left) 

built throughout the country for 
shelter during an air raid. 

 

Freemasons at War 

The following example is typical of the way Freemasonry had spread during the 
period between the two World Wars. 

                         

 

Thousands of miles away, some Freemasons who were held at the British Officers 

Prisoner of War Camp, Oflag VIIB, Eichstatt, Bavaria (1940 – 41), used the stone 

carving (top left) located on a water trough in the schloss (castle) where they were 
held, for a relief for the masonic emblem. 
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Captain James Hawksworth, of St. Swithuns Lodge (which, along with The Lodge of 

Hope was a daughter of Gosport Lodge), was one of the prisoners. On cessation of 

hostilities, signatures of some of those Freemasons held were sent to Grand Lodge 

(top right), giving details of the 'advancement in Masonic knowledge' they 

undertook whilst prisoners. 

It is interesting to note that apart from Capt. Hawksworth's signature (bottom right), 
two were from The Isaac Newton Lodge, Cambridge, one from New Zealand and 
one from Egypt. 

This international spectrum underlines how masonry had now migrated around the 

world from the vague beginnings of masonry in London mentioned earlier, and 
coming together in unison at a prisoner of war camp. 

Many other example exist, demonstrating this point. 

 

 

Dark Times 

A less joyful aspect of Freemasonry was 

experienced through Hitler who persecuted it in 

Germany before the war, principally via The 

Enabling Act of 1933.       Lodges were decimated, 

many German Freemasons were arrested and sent 
to concentration camps.  

 

With a German invasion of the Britain likely, Freemasonry in the UK was likewise 
threatened. Freemasonry was seen, incorrectly, as a 'secret society'; harbouring 

enemies of the Third Reich; and having members ranging from enlisted men up to 
high ranking military personnel and government figures. A significant threat. 

As a result, Freemasonry in the UK went through a period of retreat from public view, 

as experienced in many other countries, which probably accounted for its 

perceived secret status. 

However, although having never been invaded, this 'modus operandi' regretfully 

persisted in the UK for many years after the war, with bogus statements being 
published against Freemasonry that simply went unchallenged.  

Modern day freemasonry is now very open and its activities widely published 

leading to a much greater perception for the general public. 
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Life After The Second World War 

 

 

                   

 

With victory celebrations starting in 1945, Freemasonry started to pick up the pieces 

after the war.  

A further bulge in those wishing to join freemasonry occurred.  Many returning from 

the war joined others in seeking the camaraderie and an organisation that provided 
charitable help and relief.  

This led to the composition of Lodges spanning a wide cross-section of military and 

civilian ranks and occupations. No longer was Freemasonry the privilege of a select 
few. 

Some lodges are either formed or acquired membership from a particular walk of 
life, which provides a further common denominator for members' interests. 

It was very clear however that with the growth of Freemasonry, more Meeting 

places would be required and that masonry was spreading much further afield, 

along with the population. 

Clanfield Lodge No 8203 was formed in 1967, sponsored by Lodge of Friendship 928 

which met at Petersfield, and by kind permission of Lodge of Friendship also met at 
Petersfield Masonic Hall. 

 

It was from this beginning that the story of Freemasonry in Horndean begins......... 
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Freemasonry Arrives in Horndean 

During 1969, it was learned that the local Brewery, Geo Gale & Co Ltd was intending 

to sell off the now disused Territorial Army Drill Hall in Five Heads Rd, Horndean. 

 

 

With a sense of vision and farsightedness, it was decided that its location was 

suitable for a Masonic Centre, although much work and effort was required to 

achieve that end. 

In 1970, Clanfield Masonic Hall Co Ltd was formed with the express intention of 

negotiating for purchase of this Drill Hall; all shares being held by Clanfield Lodge No 
8203 

Part of the rationale was to develop facilities for Masonic membership and to rent 
out the building for community and local events. To this end The Clanfield Masonic 
Club was formed specifically to aid that intention. 

The additional income that external lettings would generate would provide a much 
needed boost to the mortgage repayments. 

The purchase was completed in September 1970. This comprised part payment and 
by a mortgage held by the Brewers, over a three year period. 

The generosity of Freemasons were once again exhibited, where interest free loans 
were provided by them, payable on demand. 

In fact very few who donated money ever sought repayment. 

Charity begins at Home!!!!!! 
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Drill Halls were common sights around the country. Although the above picture is not 

of the one at Horndean, it does however give an insight into the condition of many 
that were refurbished for many applications around the UK. 

In order to complete the project where the costs were of a high order, work was 

undertaken by voluntary efforts of members in their own time. An extremely 
praiseworthy effort. 

Therefore, thanks to the efforts of all those at that time, Freemasonry was established 

at Horndean. Growth would now follow, both of newly formed Lodges and those 

established ones seeking a new home. 

 

Other Lodges 

In 1973, Clanfield Lodge 8203 sponsored - 

 Five Heads Lodge 8507 

and in 

1982 sponsored 

 Horndean Lodge of Harmony 9015 

both these Lodges meeting in, what was then still called the Clanfield Masonic Hall. 
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 Not only were new Lodges formed which met at Clanfield, but older Lodges, for 
various reasons, decided that this was where they wished to migrate. 

 

 Victory Lodge 3509 arrived in 2012, bringing with it over 100 years of history, 

having been formed in 1910. This was originally formed for those who were, or 

had been associated with any establishment connected with construction or 

maintenance for the Royal Navy. 

Amongst its luminary were a Knight of the Realm and the Arresting Officer for 

the notorious Dr. Crippen! 

 
(Further details from Victory Lodge complete document.pdf)  

 Prudence Lodge No 7181 formed in 1952, moved to Horndean in 2003. 

 Excelsior Lodge No 4505 formed in 1922, also arrived in 2003. 

 Pilgrims Lodge No 9198 formed in 1986 in Portsmouth and moved to 

Horndean. 

This Lodge had a somewhat unique origin which demonstrates how far 

Freemasonry had extended.  Members of various Lodges in the area visited a 

series of Lodges in the United States of America in 1984.  

They were very well received and shown fraternal hospitality and goodwill. 

On their return to the UK, several members met and formed the Lodge, aptly 

named Pilgrims.  

As the formal dress for the meetings in the US were Dinner Jackets, the 
wearing of them for UK meetings also formed part of their tradition. 

Further Developments 

During the arrival period of the above Lodges, the structure and ownership of the 
Clanfield Masonic Hall Co Ltd was amended and Lodges which had previously been 

Tenants purchased shares in the company such that equal shareholding now exists 
with two Directors from each Lodge attending quarterly meeting.  

This, and considerations of increased community use, led to the changing of the 
name Clanfield Masonic Club to The Centrepoint at Horndean in 2009. 

* * * 
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We have witnessed the rise and development of Freemasonry in the Horndean area 
and the corresponding adjacent changes due to world and local events. 

Geo Gale & Co Ltd who had started in Horndean in 1847 had suffered many 

setbacks in their history, including a 400% Tax on weakened beer during WW1; 

reverting back to horse drawn deliveries during WW2 as fuel was in short supply 

(having ceased using horses in 1929). 

Many of the premises suffered from Luftwaffe air raids but they stoically persisted 
very much like Freemasonry. 

The purchase of the old Drill Hall from them culminating in the now Centrepoint is a 
seamless development of the area. 

Geo Gale & Co Ltd was finally purchased by Fullers (Fuller Smith & Turner PLC)in 2005 
and the Brewery in Horndean eventually closed down and transferred to London. 

So from a poor winter route through the Bere Forrest from London to Portsmouth, 

Horndean developed to a major staging post on the busy thoroughfare from the 

nation's capital to its major military port in Portsmouth, with a corresponding 

developing local infrastructure. 

Freemasonry and its supporting community use, tended to move in the opposite 

direction to establish itself as a thriving base at The Centrepoint. 

 

The Centrepoint Horndean 

 

   

The Centrepoint Horndean has now an established place in the community of 

Horndean and the surrounding area. 

 Apart from Masonic use, its facilities for private functions and charitable use has 
made it a popular venue. 

The venue can be booked for private functions where attention to detail ensures 

that enjoyable and successful events are the norm. 

(Full details at their website  centrepointathorndean.co.uk/) 
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Finally - Freemasonry In The Community 

Freemasonry both local and nationally, is continually expanding its integration into 

the communities. 

It is surprising how many of the general public are unaware of the facilities that are 

on offer from Masonic Centres to the community. Apart from Masonic functions, 

children's parties, help for the disabled or disadvantaged, private social events are 
all ongoing benefits to society. 

Charitable assistance to local organisations or groups are afforded via many outlets. 

Representation at Heritage events and Open Days are examples of how this is being 

broadcast. The public are encouraged to ask any questions they like, as clarity and 

openness can dispel many of the erroneous concepts that may have previously 
been held.  

Finally, one doesn't have to wait to be invited to join Freemasonry. Any enquiry to 

join will be treated with respect and in confidence, with no pressure on becoming a 

member. 

Further copies of this eBook may be downloaded FREE from 

www.gosport-masonic-hall.co.uk 

Other websites offering this facility will be published. 

* * * * 
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